
 

 

Website makeover for Fortna | Pierau  

HAMBURG, JULY 2021. With its brand new website, Fortna | Pierau gives users a 

completely revamped Internet experience that is more streamlined, more informative and 

more user-friendly.  The Hamburg-based logistics professionals, still known to many under 

the brand name Pierau Planung, are now visually on a par with their parent company 

Fortna®, The Distribution Experts™. 

 

"Our new website clearly shows that as part of an innovative, technology-driven group of 

companies, we are able to provide our customers with an expanded portfolio of services," explains 

Björn Brunkow, Managing Director Fortna | Pierau and Vice President Sales, Fortna EMEA.  " We 

have empowered them with the agility to flex with changing global demands and to ensure their 

business continuity. By using processes, tools and algorithms that have been tested and 

developed across the Group we can support our customers with solutions for the most complex 

challenges in distribution, including omnichannel and e-commerce fulfillment. " 

Digital Transformation for Omnichannel and eCommerce Fulfillment 

The modernized website of Pierau Unternehmensberatung GmbH is yet another step in the 

Fortna® comprehensive rebranding initiative.  A logically structured navigation takes users to 

updated content and invites them to explore significantly enhanced services in further detail.  In 

addition to the design and turnkey implementation of logistics systems from under one roof, the 

range of services that has established the international reputation of Fortna®, now moves into 

sharper focus.  The website invites the user to explore Fortna® industry-specific solutions, together 

with the software suite developed in-house and deployed across the Group for data-driven design 

and streamlined fulfillment.  Visitors to the website will also discover a new layout, new functions 

and expanded content under the ‘Customers’ tab.  The enhanced layout clearly displays the broad 

customer base, distinguished in particular by the presence of many renowned companies with 

which Fortna | Pierau has forged close business ties over many years.  What's new is that visitors 

can now filter these customer references to display them by industry, thereby providing a clearer 

overview of the relevant comparison projects. 

"Our updated website is also a reflection of our corporate identity with its attractive design features, 

clear structure, up-to-date articles and direct links to our parent company," says Björn Brunkow.  

"With a solid sense of tradition balanced with an openness to change, it fully represents the Fortna 

Group's combined portfolio of solutions." 

 

 

About Fortna | Pierau  

Fortna |Pierau has been a well-established consultancy for intralogistics and supply chain solutions 

for 60 years. To date, the Hamburg-based specialists have successfully completed over 2,500 

projects throughout Europe and beyond.  The portfolio covers the complete range of optimization, 

expansion or new con-cept design and implementation of logistics operations and logistics IT 

systems. Since the beginning of 2020, Pierau Planung has been part of the US consulting 

company Fortna®, The Distribution Experts®. Since the beginning of 2020 Fortna | Pierau has 

been part of the US consulting company Fortna®, The Distribution Experts ™. 



 

 

About Fortna  

Fortna partners with the world’s leading brands to transform their distribution operations to keep 

pace with digital disruption and growth objectives. Known world-wide as The Distribution 

Experts™, we design and deliver intelligent solutions, powered by FortnaWES™ software, to 

optimize fast, accurate and cost-effective order fulfillment. Our people, innovative approach and 

proprietary algorithms and tools, ensure optimal operations design and material and information 

flow. We deliver exceptional value every day to our clients with comprehensive services including 

network strategy, distribution center operations, material handling automation, supply chain 

systems and warehouse software design and implementation.  

 

For further information please contact:  

Pierau Unternehmensberatung GmbH  

Herdis Seibt  

Grotenbleken 33, D-22391 Hamburg  

Tel.: +49 (0)40 606 899-12  

Fax: +49 (0)40 606 899-14  

Email: marketing@fortna-pierau.de  

URL:   www.fortna-pierau.de 
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